
S
aturday morning in Milan is
beautiful. My two kids sleep
late, but I love to get up early. 
At 8am, I go down to the
newspaper kiosk on Via Solferino

and buy my three newspapers: Corriere
della Sera, Il Sole 24 Ore, and La
Repubblica. It’s such a liberating ritual.

Then I go to my favourite café, Bon
Bon, next to our house on Via Brera. I
know everyone there, so it’s like having
breakfast at home. They bring me a
freshly squeezed orange juice, a brioche
and a cappuccino. People might ask: 
“Why don’t you just read at home?” 
But at home, no one’s going to serve 
you that way. If you’re alone in a café, 
you can remove yourself.

We live in the centre of town, and the
great thing is that we can go everywhere
on foot. I don’t like most shops on
weekends, but I might go to Ermenegildo
Zegna. I never like walking around with 
a shopping bag, so I go to stores which
will  deliver. At Zegna, they have fantastic
service, and I’m friends with the family.
They make my clothes to measure, send
them to my house, and every season 
they put things aside for me.

Bookshops are a great pleasure and
really relax me, so I’ll walk over to Rizzoli
in the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. I
really like certain traditional Italian
authors, journalists such as Giorgio
Bocca, Enzo Biagi and Indro Montanelli,
who examine Italian traditions and
society. I also always enjoy books by
Joseph Roth and Elias Canetti, works that
give you a glimpse into society during a
particular historical period. 

I have lunch at home with my family.
We have a fantastic Venetian chef who’s
worked for me for 25 years. We have a
hectare of land above Portofino where we
raise rabbits and chickens and grow our
own vegetables. Eighty per cent of what
we eat at home is our own production.

In the afternoon, I go to my studio for a
few hours, and then it’s an early movie
and dinner with my wife, Terry. For me,
movies are a spectacle, so I like to see
them on big screens with lots of people
around. I go to escape all tension and
thoughts, so it’s either the Odeon cinema,
which has a huge screen but not much

character, or the Cinema Manzoni. The
Manzoni is my favourite because it’s a
good example of post-war Milanese
architecture. I really like action films. My
wife likes personal stories or narratives.
They can also be great, but narrative is for
Tuesday and Wednesday, not for Saturday.

After the movie, we’ll go to dinner.
During the week, I often have lunch at a
Tuscan restaurant, so at the weekend we
go to Nobu, where I’ll have a margarita
apéritif and a sashimi plate, or to
I Malavoglia for Sicilian food – antipasti,
pasta and fish – with wonderful, perfumed
Sicilian wines. The décor isn’t beautiful,
but the food is excellent. I can’t skip the
sweets, so I’ll order Cassata alla Siciliana
– a kind of ricotta cheese and cream tart.

Sunday is dedicated to our children. My
daughter Helen, who is 10, likes to spend

time with my wife. They work on the
internet and listen to classical music. I
play football with my six-year-old son
Peter in the Oratorio di San Simpliciano,
which was built during the Renaissance,
and added to during the 1800s. There’s a
football pitch there and all this amazing
history. Before going, I buy the papers
and have a coffee. When we get there I
hope we’ll meet up with one of my son’s
friends so they can play and I can read the
papers. We go back home or to my sister’s
house for lunch. After that I do a few
hours of work in my studio.

At 6pm, I spend an hour on the exercise
bike and watch the soccer results. I take a
shower, say good night to my family, and
then go to my room upstairs. I need to
have my own time because the next day it
all starts again. JACKIE COOPERMAN

Antonio Citterio has designed
everything from shops for De
Beers to sofas for B&B Italia.
He is currently renovating a
metro line in his native Milan,
where his latest project,
the first Bulgari hotel,
opened earlier this year.

ADDRESS BOOK CAFE BON BON, 5 VIA BRERA, MILAN (003902-876 929). CINEMA MANZONI, 40 VIA MANZONI, MILAN (003902-7602 0650). ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA, 3 VIA VERRI, MILAN (003902-7600 6437). I MALAVOGLIA, 4 VIA
LECCO, MILAN (003902-2953 1387). LIBRERIA RIZZOLI, 79 GALLERIA VITTORIO EMANUELE II, MILAN (003902-8646 1071). NOBU, 1 VIA PISONI, MILAN (003902-6231 2645). ODEON CINEMA, 8 VIA SANTA RADEGONDA, MILAN
(003902-805 1041). ORATORIO DI SAN SIMPLICIANO, 7 VIA SAN SIMPLICIANO, MILAN.

PERFECT WEEKEND antonio citterio

I like action films.
My wife likes
narratives. They can
also be great, but 
not for Saturday.
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